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The FDP on “Curriculum Semester Planning” was organized by CMS Business School, Jain
(Deemed-to-be University) on 18th June 2019.
The aim of the FDP was to enable the participants to deliver an enhanced learning experience
for the students through curriculum semester planning, in alignment with institutional
planning.
Inaugural Session
The FDP started with an inaugural session by Director, CMS B-School, Jain (Deemed-to-be
University) Dr. Dinesh Nilkant, who extended a warm welcome to the participants and shared
his views and insights regarding the emerging challenges in education and the quality
parameters of CMS B- School to deliver quality student experience. He asserted the
importance of updating curriculum planning and incorporating new ideas and concepts.
In his inimitable style Dr. Nilkant encouraged the faculty members for the upcoming semester
in terms of classroom teaching, research initiatives, industry interactions and overall
development of the students.
SESSION 1:
Dean, CMS B-School, Jain (Deemed-to-be University) Dr. Harold Patrick addressed the
participants and gave several examples of team work and innovative thinking. He ended his
talk by motivating the participants to deliver their very best in the upcoming semester.
SESSION 2:
Dean, Executive Education, CMS B-School, Jain (Deemed-to-be University) Dr. N.
Chandrasekhar shared his vision about management programs and role of faculty members
in explaining the various key concepts of the subject. He also shared many valuable insights
from the industry and motivated the participants to deliver mindful and quality education at
CMS.
SESSIONS 3 AND 4:
The various area chairs and heads of committees shared their observations and
understanding of curriculum planning and the importance of contribution by the faculty
members to enhance student learning experience. They emphasized on the need of industry
expectations so that curriculum delivery stays industry focused. The feedback from the prior
semesters was also used to re-work on certain areas and further strengthen the original
curriculum plan.

OUTCOME:
The FDP ended on a high note of optimism and professional resolve to further shape quality
education at CMS B-School Jain (Deemed-to-be University). The participants found all the
sessions not only informative, but inspiring and stimulating. Several valuable insights related
to pedagogy, discipline, online resources and such were shared which were highly actionable
and easy-to-implement. The participants also felt that the FDP fostered a greater sense of
team spirit amongst them.

